LicenseWatch Connector for Hyper-V
Controlling your Licenses in your virtualization solution

Start saving on your software license cost now and find out how LicenseWatch
can help you. LicenseWatch is the only provider of Software Asset Management
solutions that can effectively help organizations with Microsoft Hyper-V.

Virtual machines with
LW Agent installed

Servers with Hyper-V placed
on a Windows Server OS.
LWAgentService.msi installed.

ABOUT LICENSEWATCH
LicenseWatch provides you
with cost effective control and
complance.
KNOW WHAT YOU HAVE
Our leading technology quickly
tells you what software you have
installed, how it is used, and
what licenses you have to support this.
QUICK TO IMPLEMENT
With LicenseWatch there are no
lengthy and costly deployment
projects. Typically installed and
configured within one working
day, you can quickly start gathering your software information.
EXTENSIVE REPORTING
The reporting capabilities in
LicenseWatch provides with the
necessary information about
your assets with up to date accuracy. With a large number of
pre-defined reports and a Report
Wizard, well informed decisions
can now be made. All reports
can be exported to Excel or PDF
format.

Server with SCVMM and
Hyper-V connector installed

Hyper-V connector

The architecture

The above illustration shows how LicenseWatch’s (LW) Hyper-V service
interacts with Hyper-V and the rest of LW.
The Hyper-V connector is installed on a
server with SCVMM (System Center Virtual
Machine Manager). The SCVMM server is
connected to one or several servers with
Windows Server and Hyper-V installed.
The Windows server needs the LWAgentService.msi installed to monitor the server.

Straight forward user interface

The user interface is straight forward: The
administrator adds the (URL) address of
the SCVMM Server to the Hyper-V settings
in LicenseWatch and the LW Hyper-V
service takes care of gathering informa-
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tion about the Hyper-V servers and which
virtual machines are running where.

Easy depolyment

The LW Client is deployed on the virtual
machines the same way as with a normal
user PC/laptop. LW then takes care of linking the obtained data together wherever
it is relevant. The LW Hyper-V service can
be decoupled from the server running the
LW website, as long as the service has access to the LW database (DSN) and direct
connection with the SCVMM Server.

